
 
 

2020 Summer Challenge (July) - Blooming 
 
 

Name Title 
 
 

     Ave  
Pos 
 

Gordon Quinn Azaleas, Himalayan Garden 
 

17 14 - 16 15 15.5  

Ian Butterworth Clematis 
 

20 - 17 17 17 17.75  

Stephen Ball Blooming good nectar 
 

19 17 18 16 17 17.4  

Richard Benn Blooming Rose 
 

18 16 17 15 18 16.8  

George Astle Dahlia – Kenora Sunset 
 

- 18 16 18 18 17.5  

Stu Whitfield Dahlia 
 

18 19 20 19 18 18.8 1 

Mark Hutchinson Ethereal Foxglove 
 

19 17 16 - 16 17.0  

Paula Maxfield Eyeris 
 

16 14 10 16 16 14.4  

Adrian White Gardens, Villa Tarranto and Monte Rosa 
 

17 17 16 17 15 16.4  

Tony Wokes Orchid 
 

18 16 14 17 16 16.2  

David Griffiths Oriental stop-over 
 

18 17 20+ 17 18 18.0 3 

Brian Cooper Penstemon 
 

16 15 15 16 - 15.5  

John Chapman Some corner of a foreign field 
 

19 20 18 17 17 18.2 2 

Ed Board The first poppy 
 

16 16 20 17 17 17.2  

Martin Evans Wild garlic 
 

19 16 16 18 16 17.0  

 

 
Azaleas, Himalayan Gardens 
GA Striking colours, but something wrong with the processing of the background 
 
MH Very bright possibly over saturated for most with a busy background 
IB Very prominent foreground subject, slightly overexposed and too saturated. Blurred background 
appropriate although the strong pink colouring is distracting. 
 
BC Image shows various stages of flower development up the stem. Unfortunately, too many distractions 
in the background, especially the strong pink line of flowers, which constantly draws the eye. 



 
 
 
Clematis 
GA Unusually I like the grey border, it holds the plant in without drawing attention to its self 
 
 MH Square Crop works but eyes wonder around the frame with a number of flowers competing for 
attention. Furthest right unopened flower too close to the edge. 
 
BC A good, crisp image of the clematis. Perhaps a tighter crop to remove some of the dark void areas, 
part flowers and the single bud, upper right, which catches the eye. 
 
GQ The detail & colour of the clematis flowers is very good but the intrusion of the partial elements along 
the top edge, together with the complimentary green colour, spoil the pictorial effect. 
 
 
Blooming good nectar 
GA Very good, just wonder if part of the flower is going out of focus. 
 
MH Hard shadows from the stamens – possibly need fill light to soften. Bee on top flower would have 
been preferable 
 
IB Fills the frame, has strong colour and detail. Greens seem over saturated (-due to sharpening?). 
 
BC Well caught image of the bee feeding on this geranium. However, the bright green parts of the 
background are distracting. 
 
GQ The image has immediate impact with the complimentary colours and the stacked composition of the 
two flowers, but the insects grab the attention, as the title also implies. Very good arrangement. 
 
 
Blooming Rose 
GA I like the thinking out of the box. If it was my photograph, I would crop the road out + some of the 
roof/sky so to emphasise the pub name 
 
MH Refreshing change from Flowers. The pinnacle of the roof clips the edge of the frame and the signage 
of the pub on the right. Generally, too close a crop. 
 
IB I’ve had a few pints in here! A novel interpretation of the challenge to produce a pictorial image. Sharp 
and detailed but not overly interesting. 
 
BC This brought back long-ago memories. A clever interpretation of the title. The image is well taken and 
so sharp that every letter can be read. Well done! 
 
GQ Very good lateral thinking of this Blooming Rose, and resulted in a very good Record shot of the pub 
 



 
 
 
Dahlia – Kenora Sunset 
MH Bright, clear, sharp – Good specimen – Prefer a square crop 
 
IB Very central symmetrical image, would be better if presented as a square format image without the 
unnecessary surround. 
 
BC A good, colourful image of this dahlia, with the flower head fully in focus. Perhaps a slight distraction, 
which could easily be cropped out, is the vertical cane on the right-hand edge. Might even benefit from a 
square format crop. 
 
GQ Flower has good quality impact, but the image is crying out for a static tight square format instead of 
the L-R-L eye movement created naturally by the landscape format. 
 
Dahlia 
GA Would like to be able to see into the heart of the flower 
 
MH Very relaxing shot, slightly more of the face of the dahlia required. Lovely Colours 
 
IB Subtle and intricate presentation. Creative view of petal structure and delicate colour shading across 
the image. 
 
BC A lovely image with an ethereal quality. Interesting that the author chose to go right in to show the 
root of the petals, excluding the core of the flower. I think I would have preferred to see a little more of 
the face of the flower head. 
 
GQ Excellent! Beautiful delicate pastel colours and I’m sure, without being obvious, a lot of work has 
gone into producing this final image and all finished off with a delicate stroke border.   How much are 
copies? 
 
Ethereal Foxglove 
GA The foxglove is the star / subject, so I would crop the white border to bring the foxglove out more 
 
IB Interesting presentation of High key soft image. 
 
BC The plain light background tends to wash out the colour in the foxglove, giving it an over-exposed feel. 
 
GQ Another delicate flower picture, this one with a painterly appearance. Technically, the shape of the 
stem causes the top & bottom to bend out of focus, but pictorially, which in this picture matters the 
most, the shape and effect work well. However, I think the composition would be improved by losing half 
of the blank background space down the LH side & half the top space. 
 



Eyeris 
GA Subject captured well 
MH Unusual interpretation. I would have liked all of the image sharp. 
IB Difficult image to reconcile with the subject. LHS is soft and not sharp. Highlights restrained and 

handled well. 

BC Another clever interpretation of the title and well seen. The image is tending to drift into softness on 
the left side. 
GQ I always view competition images first time without their titles if that is possible, and this image was, 
and still is, completely baffling. I can see an eye, of sorts, in the sculpture but do not understand what it is 
about or see any connection with the competition subject “Blooming”. 
 
Gardens, Villa Tarranto and Monte Rosa 
GA Very good photograph but eye drawn to the statue + water features rather than the flowers 
MH Drawn through the picture to the building and the mountain peaks. The subject been blooming – my 
eye didn’t give the borders justice 
IB Strong and colourful pictorial view of the gardens, good depth of field and sharp. Dominated by the 
statue, the ‘canal’ and villa. The flower beds, although bright and colourful, are relegated to a support 
feature. 
BC A good image, in focus from front to back, but the main impact is the view, with the flowerbeds taking 
a lesser support role. Doesn’t truly meet the brief for me, unfortunately.                                                                                
GQ Very attractive Pictorial image, but the composition is such that the compelling lead into the picture 
by the water feature takes the eye past the Blooming flower beds into the background, the villa and the 
mountains. 
 
Orchid 
GA Needs a focal point for you to look at 
MH Very Vivid, possibly too saturated. Edges almost have a halo – Bottom right flower cut off 
IB Overwhelming pink/cerise palette making concentration on detail difficult. Distracting white halo 
around foreground blooms. 
BC  A nice image of the orchid. However, the background is too distractingly fussy and the petals are all 
displaying a white halo (over sharpening?)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
GQ  The object of the picture is to display the Orchid in the best way possible. Unfortunately, although 
the definition in the petals is good, the orchid is never going to stand out against a background of the 
same colour, even though the B.G is out of focus. The positioning of the subject within the frame means 
that large sections of the subject are chopped off down the RH side. It needs a better selection of the 
flowers at the printing, and probably at the shooting stage. 
 
 
Oriental stop-over 
GA Good action shot of the bee and poppy. Too much empty space, would crop to remove some of the 
bottom of the picture. 
MH A little too dark in the shadow areas and the colours very strong. A good capture of the bee and 
Poppy. Possibly better in Landscape aspect and cropped to suit. 
IB Well rendered image and controlled highlights. The RH side flowerless stalk is a distraction. Pic. would 
benefit from a Square crop with the flower placed toward the top RH corner, eliminating un-helpful 
background and that stalk. 
BC Excellent photo, must have required immense patience. However, I feel that it would work better with 
a square crop, removing the dead stalk on the right and some of the top and bottom 
GQ What fantastic camera work and reproduction of the result. My only comment is that either of the 
two could be the subject of the image, and my eye flicks from one to the other. (Ready-made entries for 
two further different competitions. 



 
Penstemon 
GA Needs to be sharper 
MH Flowers look almost radioactive, too pink for me. Background a little busy 
IB Layout presents two principal images. Good idea to show profile and front view but their separation 
creates a picture of two halves. Flowers appear over saturated which has resulted in reduced 
definition/detail. 
GQ A good arrangement, managing to show the flower from three different angles. Technically, the 
image could do with being just a little bit sharper. 
 
Some corner of a foreign field 
GA Great title, given it an extra point for the good title 
MH Makes a statement – Hits you like a runaway train – Colours very Luminous – but liked it somehow. 
IB Well composed, high impact image. In your face, detailed foreground components with excellent 
sharpness. 
BC A good image, but the colours don’t look natural. The pinks in the centre of the main poppy appear 
too pink and the dark marks on the top poppy petal and bright greens of the foliage suggest over 
saturation. 
GQ Good detail, but the composition appears slightly unbalanced with all of the image weight on the left 
side. It might work better flipped horizontally. 
 
 
The first poppy 
GA Would like to see more of the subject, 90% of the photo is green 
MH Image of two halves – busy and plain – Poppies standout – possibly need to be larger 
IB Great potential in this image if framed to take advantage of the two unopened buds leading the eye 
towards the open flower. It would suit a landscape crop to remove most of the surrounding foliage and 
grass. 
BC Good image, well taken, but could benefit from losing most of the bottom half of the picture.GQ 
Excellent presentation of the opening first poppy head and shown in natural colour with it circled by 
unopened heads, and all presented as a mono green background. Well thought out. 
 
Wild garlic 
GA Would like to see more of the subject, 90% of the photo is green 
MH Like the contrast between the blue background and the white flowers.   Reflections removed if 
possible – Bottom left looks cloudy??? 
IB Thoughtfully presented with complementary background but it is soft. It would benefit from less 
saturation and some highlight reduction. 
BC I like the idea of showing the flower head in isolation. Not sure what was used as the background, but 
it, and the lighting, has contrived to create three distracting areas – the light patch to the left, the strong 
black shadow to the right and the reflections at the bottom. The stamen and petals of the central flower 
appear to have lost detail.                                                                                                                                                     
GQ Good arrangement and detail, but unfortunately, the lens is near-focussed so the image is soft except 
for the tips of stamens nearest the lens which the AF presumably had locked onto. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 


